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BRAND : OAKPACKER AMERICAN SINGLE MALT WHISKEY 

DESCRIPTION : OAKPACKER 750 ML – THE AIR EDITION 
 

A M E R I C A N    S I N G L E    M A L T     750 ML USA/70cl EU 46% ABV  
 

 
 

OAKPACKER, the "World's First Air Harvested Water Fused Whiskey," expresses gratitude to 
squirrels for their crucial role in growing oak trees, providing unique flavors through barrel wood. 
The brand name pays homage to these furry friends. 
 
With an unwavering dedication to quality, OAKPACKER carefully sources the finest American 
single malt whiskies that meet rigorous standards for taste, aroma, and complexity. Trust 
OAKPACKER for a meticulously crafted whiskey. 
 
Recognizing water's vital importance in whiskey-making, OAKPACKER uses air-harvested water 
exclusively to maintain purity. This innovative technology collects pure, clean water directly from 
the atmosphere, reducing reliance on traditional sources and conserving precious resources. 
 
This innovative air-harvesting process exemplifies OAKPACKER's commitment to crafting 
exceptional whiskey with minimal environmental impact. Respect for nature is a crucial 
philosophy throughout our business, from sourcing premium ingredients to employing eco-
friendly technologies. 
 
By choosing OAKPACKER whiskey, you enjoy a high-quality spirit and support a company 
dedicated to making a positive impact on the world.
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 TASTING NOTES 

 

 
Nose:  Intensely aromatic with molten milk chocolate, spice-roasted pecans, candied ginger, 
marzipan, stewed prunes, carrot cake, hazelnuts, and allspice.  
 
Palate: Mildly astringent, slightly thin mouthfeel. Explosive initial spice flavors, baked fruit, and 
Italian biscotti notes. 
 
Finish:  Warm notes of milk chocolate, toasted walnuts, fruit jam. Hints of oak. Complex, balanced 
spice, chocolate, and fruitiness. 
 

KEY  SELLING POINTS 
 

 
1- OAKPACKER is “World’s First Air Harvested Water Fused Whiskey Brand” 

 
2- A new expression of American Single Malt Whiskey. 

 
3- A new whiskey brand that uses innovative Air-Harvesting Water technology to cut  the 

proof from cask to bottle. This technology enables to collect pure, clean water directly from 
the atmosphere while minimizing fresh water usage. 


